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No. RCIL/2016/P&A/44/12 
Date:  04-11-2016                                                                                     
Shri/ Ms…………………………….                              
 
……………………………………                                              Roll no. ……………………….. 
 
…………………………………… 
 
 Sub: Rectt for filling posts of Assistant Engineers (NOFN) (on contract  basis) in Gujrat  
                    Area. 
 
 With reference to your application  in response to vacancy notice number 
RCIL/2016/P&A/44/12-WR uploaded on RailTel’s website on 10-08-2016 and other clarifications/ 
addendum / information etc. uploaded on RailTel’s website from time to time  for filling the above-
mentioned posts, you are   hereby called upon to appear in the selection process consisting of 
written examination and interview (interview restricted to those shortlisted on the basis of  written 
examination) as per the schedule and venues given below; 
 

Event  Date Time Venue of event 

Written 
examination   
(100 MCQ)  

20.11.2016 10.00 hrs to 
13.00 hrs.  
(reporting time 
09.30 hrs.) 

Diwan Ballubhai Madhyamic Shala, 
Kankariya, Maninagar,  
Ahmedabad-380022 

Interview (only of 
those shortlisted 
on the basis of 
written test) 

21.11.2016 Reporting time: 
09.00 hrs  

RailTel Corporation  of India Limited,  
2

nd
 Floor, 4D Square Mall,  

Opp. IIT Gandhinagar, 
Visat-Gandhinagar  Highway, 
Chandkheda, Motera, Ahmedabad 

 
2. You should note that you are being sent this admit card for the said  examination process 
on purely provisional basis as no detailed scrutiny of your candidature has been carried out this 
stage with reference to your fulfilling the eligibility conditions and other terms and conditions for 
the post.  You should satisfy yourself that you fulfill all the eligibility and other conditions  without 
any doubt  mentioned in the above-mentioned vacancy notice and other  notices  uploaded on 
internet.  This call letter should not be construed as certificate of eligibility or as an offer of 
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appointment.  Your documents will be verified and your eligibility conditions will be checked  in 
detail before you are allowed to appear in the above-mentioned interview (if shortlisted for 
interview).  If it is found that you do not fulfill  any of the eligibility conditions or other terms and 
conditions for the posts mentioned in the vacancy notice and other notices uploaded on the 
website from time to time, you will not be allowed to appear in the interview  and your 
candidature will be treated as cancelled.   Even after you are allowed to appear in the interview 
or selected for the post or allowed to  join the posts, it comes to notice that you are ineligible for 
the post in any manner whatsoever or have not fulfilled any of the terms and conditions, your 
candidature/ appointment will  be cancelled forthwith.         
 
3. Instructions to candidates: 
 
3.1 Candidates will be in their seats by 09.30 hrs.  Those coming after start of the written 
examination will not be allowed  entry in the exam centre.   
3.2 The candidate should bring this call letter, affixing a recent  self-attested passport-size 
photograph pasted on the first page without which he will not be allowed to appear in  written test 
/ interview.    
3.3 Candidate should bring his own black/ blue ball-point pen(s) for use in written exam. 
3.4 Candidate should bring one photo-identity card  (Election I card/ Driving License/ PAN 
Card/ Aadhar card/ Passport) for identification in written exam / interview. 
3.5  There will not be any negative marking in the written exam unless otherwise specified in 
the question booklet. 
3.6 Question booklet and   answer sheets   supplied to the candidates will be  returned by the 
candidate to the invigilator intact.  Candidature of the candidates trying to tamper with the 
booklet/ answer sheet / take them away or in unauthorized possession is liable to be cancelled  
besides legal action against him as may be deemed fit by the management. 
3.7 Calculator or communication/ listening gadget of any type, slide rules, books, note books 
or notes will not be allowed inside examination hall. Any candidate found in  possession of any 
such items, receiving / giving assistance from / to others or resorting to any unfair means during 
the  written examination shall be disqualified forthwith. 
3.8 Results of written examination will be announced on the same day by 23.00 hrs.   
The list of the candidates who qualify the written examination for appearing in interview  
will be displayed  at the examination centre  and also at RailTel’s website  
(www.railtelindia.com) in ‘careers’ section. Only those candidates  who are declared 
qualified in written examination will be interviewed on 21.11.2016 (reporting time : 09.00 
hrs.) at the designated venue. No separate call letters will be sent to the candidates  
shortlisted for interview.  They should check their names in the said list  and present 
themselves for interview by the reporting time.  
3.9 Since the interview of candidates  short-listed on the basis of written examination is 
scheduled to start on the next day, the candidate should come prepared for stay  for three days, 
for which they should make their own arrangement.  Candidates not short-listed for interview may 
leave on the same day after announcement of the results of written examination.  
3.10 No TA/DA / Hotel charges is payable to candidates appearing in written examination  and 
/or  interview. 
3.11 Candidates should bring all documents  (pertaining to date of birth, educational / 
professional qualification, experience certificates,  offer of appointment and pay –slips  in proof of  
showing their length of experience,  caste certificates etc.) in original alongwith one set of   self– 
attested copies thereof to substantiate his eligibility for the post, without which he will not be 
allowed to appear in interview (if shortlisted).   Original documents will be returned immediately 
after verification.  

 
Rajesh Nair 

Senior Manager/Admn/ RailTel/Western Region 

 

(Blank form downloaded from RailTel internet website) 
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